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“I am a lie who always tells the truth”

O’Keefe’s far from glueless
Despite an in-depth

experimenting with
report by The Claretian gluing their heads together, it appears that
Echo earlier this year
regarding the modern some St Clarets players
craze of young couples are still refusing to

listen to the message.
The latest to fall victim
of the phenomenon is
full-back Liam
O’Keefe (left), who
has been spotted with
his head attached to a
women on a number
of occasions over the
past few months.
Club chairman John
Kelly is said to be furious that this practice is
still going on in the
club. He has vowed to
bang heads together if
he finds out about any
other players getting
involved. (Kind of
missing the point there
John don’t you think!)

The Echo (Issue 34 ) carries a warning message
Meanwhile, defender
Aidan Donaghy is reported to have taken
the fad a step further
by gluing his head to a
table while visiting
Dublin last weekend.
Well it was better than
gluing himself to Barry
Lynch’s head I guess! Glued down: Donaghy

Introducing Sheamus Shillhealy
In a desperate attempt to
avoid the publicity that his
regular mentions in this
publication have attracted,
Claretian star Matt Healy
has been working on a new
look which he hopes will
buy him some privacy.

Healy as Sheamus Shillhealy

After week’s of experimentation, Healy went to Dublin recently to finalise the
details of his new image and
proudly posted the end re-

sult on Facebook. The
“new me” as Healy put it,
turns out to be a tribute to

Irish wrestling star Sheamus. Healy is calling his
alter-ego Sheamus Shillhealy

The real Sheamus: the Dublin born wrestling star

